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OUR INTEGRATED
SMARTROUTE
PLATFORM
Synthetic biology has expanded our horizons for designing and making bio-products.
Using biological design, biotech has brought us key bio-based compounds at
commercial scales for decades, such as human insulin, detergent enzymes, and
specialty chemicals. Very recently, what we can design and make using biology has
accelerated with new enabling technologies—DNA synthesis and sequencing,
genome editing, bioinformatics, artificial intelligence, robotics, and high-throughput
microfluidics. Acies Bio believes that synthetic biology will increasingly beat
conventional industry in sustainability, innovation, and efficiency, finding its way into
virtually every product end market. The crazy ideas of biological engineers today will
be the new reality of tomorrow! Synthetic biology eats the world.
Acies Bio’s mission is to realize a bio-based world through fast and efficient creation

and lean innovation. We translate biodesign concepts to commercial-scale
bioproducts. We blend bottom-up entrepreneurial drive, technical rigor and expertise,
and science vision, and we build on three pillars: understanding of the microbe, creative
technology innovation, and a laser focus on the final real-world industrial application.
To achieve our mission, Acies has built a fully integrated development company from
the ground up in an EU territorial innovation ecosystem based on lean principles. We
strive to deliver the technology innovation of a start-up with the operational excellence
of an established product company. Our operations focus intensively on the path to
final commercial product and use lean principles to speed progress to industrial
production scale. We believe that biotech excellence is achieved by intelligently creating
and adopting the best innovations in the industry.
Our workflow integrates metabolic pathway engineering, high throughput strain
screening, 10 m3 fermentation process scale-up, and transfer to commercial
production. We create solutions in several end markets that include pharma, industrial
chemicals and enzymes, sustainable agriculture, animal health, nutrition, and food.
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SMARTROUTE PLATFORM
INTEGRATED SMARTROUTE PLATFORM

A foundational innovation at Acies is how we structure R&D activities based on lean
principles. After more than 10 years of experience, we have created our SmartRoute
platform that integrates all workflow components—design and strain bioengineering,
high-throughput strain screening, directed evolution, process development, and
bioprocess scale-up. The platform incorporates careful project design with decision
points for workflow optimization among its different activities, ensuring lean
operations and fast results. All experiments and activities are coordinated continuously
to ensure seamless incorporation of diverse team expertise and optimal distribution
of effort, time, and resources.
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OUR INTEGRATED
SMARTROUTE PLATFORM
Flexibility is built-in with SmartRoute, to fit the task of repurposing and shaping living
systems. Acies establishes a lean workflow at the center of operations and adapts the
best technologies in our toolkit to fit the workflow. Intense focus is placed on
maximizing the team’s ability to deliver quickly, to respond to emerging requirements,
and to adapt as the whole project evolves. We define excellence by how we can flexibly
support the workflow, and specifically avoid overcommitting to generic technologies
and forcing our workflows to fit. In particular, close attention is paid to how
experiments are stacked and the ways in which we employ automation technologies.
Efficient and optimal workflows are essential for execution at Acies Bio and have
achieved consistently strong results.
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Commercial success in biotech depends on meeting two challenges: selecting the best
products to target, and taking these products to commercial scale with favorable
economics. In synthetic biology, the substantial technical risk that accompanies the
journey from idea to commercial bioproduct is the elephant in the room. Acies mitigates
risk aggressively by building and validating for commercialization very quickly, often in
partnership with market-access companies, and implementing its industrial Plug & Play
chassis strains for a very rapid start of project; prototype strains are evolved to high
yields and taken through bioprocess scale-up steps to 10,000-liter fermenters for
commercial demonstration more rapidly than in conventional workflows.
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OUR INTEGRATED
SMARTROUTE PLATFORM
TECHNOLOGICAL EXCELLENCE

Creating a bioproduct - consisting of a bio-based chemical or a microbe - integrates
design, engineering, empirical testing, iterative improvement, and scale-up.
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For design, Acies identifies a microbe matched to the target product and designs a specific
SmartRoute workflow tailored to the final goal. Importantly, Acies carefully selects,
repurposes, and improves a well-matched microbe, instead of forcing and cajoling an illsuited “standard” host strain to overcome millions of years of evolution. Acies selects
from a diverse array of microbes for biodesign prototyping based on project specs and
needs—resistance to target product, intracellular metabolic flux towards key precursors,
efficient product export, and other parameters. The right chassis strain may in fact consist
of a standard Acies industrial fermentation strain or a highly specific natural strain isolate
for cases of complex biosynthesis or where a natural non-GMO product is desired.
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OUR INTEGRATED
SMARTROUTE PLATFORM
For development, Acies creates a comprehensive synthetic biology or evolutionary
engineering strategy for each project, based on metabolic pathways, microbial
physiology, analytical data, and “omics” data mining. The Acies toolkit includes
synthetic DNA combinatorial cloning, in vitro and in vivo recombineering, strain-specific
genetic tools (sets of promotors, integration sites, terminators, specific gene variants
for various chassis strains, etc.), Acies proprietary platform for cloning several 100 kb
of DNA, a range of shotgun sequencing strategies, gene editing, and computationbased hypothesis generation. Proprietary host strains have been deployed for
heterologous expression of terpenoids, polyketides, peptides, and proteins.
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PLUG & PLAY CHASSIS STRAINS

Acies Bio has developed chassis strains with specific advantages for biosynthesis of
particular groups of products or with capabilities to consume widely available
sustainable feedstocks. For each chassis strain, Acies Bio has an efficient set of genetic
tools: promotors, integration sites, terminators, and a library of optimized biosynthesis
genes to unlock the power of synthetic biology.
Some commonly used chassis strains at Acies:
• Yarrowia lipolytica - lipophilic compounds, especially terpenoids
• Bacillus subtilis - nucleoside-based metabolites
• Bacillus expression system - high-titer expression of proteins
• Streptomyces chassis - bioactive natural products/secondary metabolites
• multi-strain chassis - chemical production from CO2/C1 feedstocks (3G biorefinery)
• S. cerevisiae and E. coli - prototyping and certain target products
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OUR INTEGRATED
SMARTROUTE PLATFORM
EVOLUTION AS NATURE’S ENGINEERING PRINCIPLE

In contrast to other engineering disciplines, biological engineering must consider
evolution, which impacts and shapes biology systems. Evolution is nature’s powerful
means of engineering, honing, and perfecting. Bottom-up engineering and
construction of biological systems from individual parts has received much recent
attention, but is almost never sufficient to create the finished strain, enzyme, or
bioproduct.
At Acies Bio, human ingenuity and laboratory evolution are combined to optimize
metabolic fluxes and create efficient, industrially compatible microbes. Whether
developing a strain with extensively engineered gene pathways or optimizing a natural
isolate for commercial production, strain evolution plays an essential part in
successfully creating a robust final industrial strain.
Acies Bio starts with careful selection of optimal host strains, matching innate
physiology to the requirements of the specific end goal. In many cases, we may then
introduce synthetic DNA elements as a starting point for development. Directed
evolution is then implemented and depends on addressing two aims: correct
identification of metabolic bottlenecks and implementing robust small-scale screening
assays that correlate with physiological conditions expected at large scale. Ensuring
good correlations between plate/shaker scale screening steps and bioreactor-based
experiments is an essential part of any project at Acies Bio. To ensure fast progress
and optimal use of resources, Acies continuously optimizes high-throughput screening
conditions, establishing robustness of cultivation in scale-down volumes and
reproducibility in industrial-scale conditions. Based on this approach, directed evolution
has consistently allowed us to achieve the highest product titers and yields. Leveraging
decades of industrial fermentation process development at Acies Bio in our innovation
ecosystem, we have built in directed evolution as a core component of our SmartRoute
platform to accelerate both strain development and process scale-up, consistently
achieving excellent industrial results.
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OUR INTEGRATED
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SMARTFLUIDICS – ULTRA-HIGH-THROUGHPUT SCREENING
OF DESIRED PHENOTYPES

Beginning in 2018, Acies Bio started implementation of its own proprietary automated
ultra-high-throughput (UHTP) SmartFluidics system, which allows rapid microfluidics
screening and selection of large numbers of strain variants. This system allows Acies
to accelerate and streamline the empirical testing portion of strain development
workflows, which traditionally relies
on microplate automation
testing of individual
variants. Microplate
screening
via
standard highthroughput
(HTP) liquid
handling
automation
and manual
tube testing
has been a
mainstay in
genetic and
metabolic
engineering for
over two decades,
but can come with
relatively long project
timelines and very high
capital and operating costs.
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Cell screening, which tests large numbers of cells to identify better performance traits,
is an essential part of most development efforts. While Acies excels at microplate and
tube screening assays, this mode of screening represents a bottleneck in strain
development workflows. Whereas a sizeable microplate screening installation may
allow 104 variants to be screened per day, a single Acies microfluidic screening unit
can screen more than 108 variants per day, be they gene pathway variants, genome
edit variants, or evolution variants. Acies Bio UHTP microfluidics has been validated
using a range of diverse microbial strains and has been successfully implemented for
target compound yield optimization, reduction of by-product formation, and increased
inhibitor resistance. Both the costs and the timelines for microfluidic screening
campaigns are well below 1/100 those of conventional microplate screening. As with
other aspects of the SmartRoute workflow, Acies focuses on designing its screening
process differently.
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OUR INTEGRATED
SMARTROUTE PLATFORM
INTEGRATED MEDIA AND BIOPROCESS DEVELOPMENT

Bioprocess development encompasses a critical set of steps in which many companies
struggle and fail—high titers of target products must be achieved in real-world
industrial environments. A few key real-world requirements must be met and
function robustly: production medium must be optimized using industrially available
raw ingredients, a highly efficient production strain must perform under optimized
bioprocess parameters, and a cost-efficient DSP process must yield consistent
product. Initial development includes optimization in small bioreactors (1 - 5 L volume)
coupled with improved strain testing, and this effort dovetails with scale-down/scaleup testing to ensure high correlation with HTP strain improvement. Scale-up into larger
bioreactors then brings the process to the industrial scale.
In the last step, the final technology performance, including USP and DSP, is tested in
our demonstration scale bioreactors (1 – 10 m3). All industrially relevant parameters

and mass balances are tracked and optimized for industrial production scale. At this
stage, we already produce significant amounts of final target products for evaluation
and testing (e.g. formulation, stability studies, efficacy/field tests, further chemical
derivatization, etc.). We then deliver a complete, finalized process for tech transfer,
and assist with transfer and integration into industrial-scale production in the partner
commercial facility.
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OUR MARKET
VALIDATION
COMMERCIAL VALIDATION THROUGH PARTNERSHIPS
Acies continues to build microbial products in several key end markets:
• industrial chemicals and enzymes
• food
• nutrition
• active pharmaceutical ingredients
• active ingredients for sustainable agriculture
• animal health

Acies Bio has built and perfected its technology and workflow through partnerships
with top companies and university labs. We are dedicated to working with and learning
from innovators, improving our toolkit, and creating new technology.
In more than 70 projects, Acies has carried out more than 15 evaluations of
bioproducts, taken more than 10 technologies to 10,000 – 180,000 L industrial scale
and carried out 45 industrial partnerships at various project stages; we have also
completed more than 20 projects with top-tier universities and research institutions.
Acies has generated IP in 13 international patent families.
Acies has learned tremendously from its multiple, often expanding, partnerships with
Global F500 pharma-, chemical-, and AgBio companies. These partnerships have
delivered better economics by reducing timelines and R&D costs, improving titers,
simplifying bioprocesses, eliminating by-products, and improving robustness of
industrial strains at scale. Flexibility in finding the right costing and risk sharing scheme
has been a key part of how Acies builds trust and long-lasting partnerships.
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OUR
INITIATIVES
In addition to maintaining a strong commitment to R&D partnerships in different areas
of microbial biotechnology, Acies is accelerating development in specific end-markets
through its own initial investments in disruptive microbial products. In line with the
EU Green New Deal incentive, Acies is building a pipeline of proprietary products:
New biologicals for sustainable agriculture
microbial products and strains that protect crops from pests and supplement crops
naturally and sustainably
Third-generation technologies for industrial chemicals
bioprocesses based on methylotrophic organisms to utilize C1 alternative feedstocks
for cost-effective production of industrial chemicals, reaching a new level of
sustainability
High-value natural food ingredients
novel natural food ingredients; nutraceuticals, flavors and fragrances, and alternative
protein food products, including those made using non-GMO approaches
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OUR SUCCESS
STORIES
BUILDING A COMMERCIAL STRAIN

As one example of how it creates bioproducts, Acies introduced and optimized a
biosynthetic pathway, achieving product yields of a B-group vitamin of over 35 grams
per liter in 30 months, and subsequently scaled the commercial process to 180,000 L
through a collaborative project with a major nutritional products company.
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OUR SUCCESS
STORIES

NYLON 6 SCALE-UP CASE STUDY

Acies Bio moved rapidly to scale-up and isolate caprolactam, the key building block of
nylon-6, in a collaboration with Genomatica and Aquafil, leaders in development and
commercialization of sustainable bioprocesses for production of everyday products.
Scale-up, production, and downstream processing were carried out seamlessly at
Acies Bio’s pilot plant in 10 m3 fermenters to produce 1 ton of the building block. The
campaign was completed in under 3 months, from tech transfer to delivery of final
product, using the Acies Bio integrated workflow.
The project produced the world’s first ton of renewable nylon intermediate, paving the
way to reduce greenhouse gas emissions in a $10B global industry that produces over
5M tons of nylon-6 per year to make carpet, clothing, car interiors, engineered plastics,
and food packaging.
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OUR SUCCESS
STORIES
WHEY2VALUE CASE STUDY

With over 200M tons produced annually in the manufacture of Greek yogurt and
cheeses, waste whey is a significant water-polluting waste stream that offered an
opportunity for waste conversion. Building on its internal R&D pipeline, Acies Bio
developed a technology for utilization of waste acid whey to produce vitamin-B12enriched biomass using Acies Bio's proprietary food-grade microorganisms. No
cyanides, a standard auxiliary substance in industrial vitamin B12 production, are used
in the newly developed process, taking the new technology beyond established
competitors in terms of sustainability and economics.
Technological and economic feasibility have been demonstrated at 10 m3 scale, and

Acies incorporated a JV company W2V GmbH with a multinational company. W2V
represents a commercial success and a technological and environmental breakthrough.
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Acies Bio d.o.o.
Tehnološki park 21
1000 Ljubljana, Slovenia
Contact Us
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